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K-shell processes in heavy-ion collisions in solids and the local plasma approximation
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We have investigatedK-shell vacancy production due to ionization and electron transfer processes, in
collisions of highly charged oxygen ions with various solid targets such as Cl, K, Ti, Fe, and Cu at energies
between 1.5 and 6.0 MeV/u. TheK-shell ionization cross sections were derived from the measuredK x-ray
cross sections. Anab initio theoretical model based on the local plasma approximation~LPA!, which is an
extension of the dielectric formalism to consider core electrons, provides an explanation of the measured data
only qualitatively. In case of asymmetric collisions (Zp /Zt,0.35, Zp , Zt being the atomic numbers of the
projectile and target, respectively! and at higher energies, the LPA model explains the data to some extent but
deviates for more symmetric collision systems. On the other hand, a perturbed-stationary-state~PSS! calcula-
tion ~ECPSSR!, including the corrective terms due to energy~E! loss, Coulomb~C! deflection, and relativistic
~R! wave functions designed for ion-atom collisions agree quite well with the data for different combinations
of target and projectile elements. In addition, we have also measured theK~target!-K~projectile! electron
transfer cross sections and compared them with a model based on perturbed-stationary-state approximation.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.67.032703 PACS number~s!: 34.50.Fa, 34.70.1e, 34.50.Bw
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of heavy-ion induced inelastic processes
volving strongly bound electrons in the inner shells of ato
remains interesting in spite of a large number of experim
tal and theoretical investigations. It is well known that wh
the projectile velocityvp is approximately equal to the elec
tron orbital velocityve , various processes such as ionizatio
electron capture and excitation have maximum cross sect
and are of the same order of magnitude. Ionization and e
tron transfer involving inner shells are the two dominant p
cesses in case of heavy-ion collisions. There have been
merous studies on the total ionization cross sections of
deeply bound electrons and several empirical scaling l
@1,2# have been proposed. For beam energies of a
MeV/u, the so-called velocity matching condition is satisfi
for the deeply bound electrons of low atomic number tar
elements and therefore the cross sections for the inner-
electron transfer and ionization reach their maxima. The p
jectile velocities are too large for the outer or loosely bou
electrons, making the cross sections for those processes
small (;vp

211). There are many measurements on the to
electron-capture cross sections for initially loosely bou
electrons and several empirical scaling laws@3,4# have been
proposed to calculate the cross sections of such a proc
But, the state selective electron transfer cross sections
volving deeply bound initial and final states cannot be
scribed by such simple empirical laws and the mechani
of such transfer processes are not yet understood comple

The present collision systems are highly nonperturbat
since the initial states~as well as final states! are highly
distorted by the long-range Coulomb interaction with t
highly charged ions. Therefore, the first-order Born appro
mation (B1) fails to calculate the total cross sections for t
inner-shell ionization as well as transfer. In order to inclu
the effect of distortion of the initial-state wave function
1050-2947/2003/67~3!/032703~7!/$20.00 67 0327
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well as polarization by the heavy-ion impact, in one a
proach, Brandt and co-workers@1,5,6# developed a mode
which is commonly known as ECPSSR and is generally u
to calculate the inner-shell ionization cross sections. T
model is based on perturbed stationary-state~PSS! approxi-
mation with modifications due to enhanced binding ener
Coulomb~C! deflection, energy loss (E), and relativistic~R!
effects, introduced in theB1 calculations in a semiempirica
manner. It has become a convention to compare the exp
mental results with this theory, since it provides an analyti
expression for inner-shell ionization and also for its univer
scaling rule. Similar calculations have been developed to
scribe the electron capture from an inner shell~see below!.
However, it may be mentioned that these PSS calculati
are notab initio.

On the other hand, we present here an alternative mo
to describe the interaction of the swift ions with the inne
shell electrons of the solids. The usual formalism to d
with collisions involving solid targets is the dielectric theor
first proposed by Bohr@7# and extensively employed sinc
then@8#. Within this formalism, the target electrons are co
sidered to respond collectively to the passage of the pro
tile. The polarization of the medium can be described a
wake of density fluctuation trailing the ion, producing
wake-induced electric field. This response of the electron
the solid to the ion perturbation is known as the solid-st
effect @9–15#.

It may be difficult to provide a quantitative estimation
the contribution in the inner-shell ionization cross secti
arising due to the solid-state effect. However, previous m
surements have shown that the solid-state effect could
hance the radiative electron-capture process by about
@11# or more compared to that for gas targets. One has
observed an enhancement of about 15–20 % of the proje
Lyman-a x-ray intensity~following electron capture! in ion-
solid @12# and in ion-fullerene@13,14# collisions, over that
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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for ion-atom collisions. However, these enhancements
pend onZp andvp .

The experiments at high velocities (vp;36 a.u.) have
also shown that the target inner-shell electrons must be ta
into account to have a complete picture of the dynam
screening of the ion@15–17#. One of the models to deal with
core electron polarization is the local plasma approximat
~LPA! @17–20#. It describes bound electrons as a fre
electron gas of inhomogeneous density, and uses a sp
mean value of the dielectric response of these electr
There have been many applications of this model, from
original proposal of Lindhard and co-workers@18# to more
recent calculations of coupling of projectile orbitals by t
induced potential@17# or the contribution of deep boun
electrons to the stopping power and energy stragg
@20,21# providing results in good accord with the experime
tal measurements.

Though the LPA has been formulated to describe the c
electron response as a whole, the present version inco
rates the description of shell to shell response. In this wa
allows us to consider the excitation of each shell separa
for instance to evaluateK-shell ionization. The employmen
of the LPA in this case means exploring the borders of
lidity of the model.

The LPA has been shown to be valid in the high-ene
regime@17,20,21#. This work is an attempt to test the validit
of the LPA to deal with inner-shell ionizaton in the interm
diate velocity range (vp;6 – 14 a.u., vp /ve;0.3–1.1).
Since the applicability of the theoretical models depends
the symmetry parameter (SZ5Zp /Zt) and hence on the per
turbation strength of the collision, we have chosen a se
low Zt targets in order to have a variation ofSZ over a wide
range~between 0.27 and 0.48!.

II. THE THEORETICAL MODEL: LPA

As described above, the LPA@18# describes the interac
tion of fast heavy ions with the inner-shell electrons with
the dielectric formalism. It is a high velocity model (vp
>ve) valid in the small pertubation regime. The LPA a
sumes that the bound electrons react as free particles to
external perturbation and that they may be described at e
point of space as a gas of free electrons with the den
given by the initial target state to which they belonged. T
approximation is expected to be valid for bound electro
with orbital speed smaller than the ion velocity (vp>ve for
K shell!. However, a very good accord with experimen
data is found even for projectile velocities lower than th
value @20#.

The LPA@17# proposes a dielectric function for the boun
electrons, which is a spatial mean value of the Lindhard
electric function«„q,v,n(r )… @22#,

1

«LPA~q,v!
5

3

RWS
3 E

0

RWS
r 2dr

1

«„q,v,n~r !…
, ~1!

with RWS being the Wigner-Seitz sphere radius„RWS
5@3/(4pnat)#1/3 andnat the atomic density…. In the present
calculations, the spatial dependent densityn(r ) of the shell
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is obtained from the Hartree-Fock wave functions of the t
get atoms@23#. The LPA as presented here is specially su
able in the calculation of inner-shell ionization cross sectio
because we can evaluate each shell separately and take
account the gap~ionization energy! from shell to shell.

TheK-shell ionization cross section within the LPA mod
reads as@20#

SK
LPA5

2ZP
2

pvp
2nat

E
0

`dq

q E
eK

qvp
ImF2

1

«LPA~q,v!
Gdv, ~2!

whereeK is the K-shell binding energy consistent with th
Hartree-Fock wave functions employed in the calculations
n(r ) @23#. It is important to note that these ionization cro
sections are independent of the atomic density, even whe
is included in Eq.~2! and in the LPA the dielectric function
as given by Eq.~1!. Both contributions cancel each othe
and the space integration up toRWS in Eq. ~1! converges for
radius much lower thanRWS, as it is expected for theK
shell.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND DATA ANALYSIS

A well collimated beam of O ions with energy between
and 100 MeV was provided by the BARC-TIFR Pelletro
facility at TIFR. The energy and charge state analyzed
beam was made to pass through a post-acceleration foil s
per to obtain different charge states and a switching mag
was used to select a particular charge state. The targets o
K ~in the form of KCl!, Ti, Fe, and Cu were prepared o
10 mg/cm2 thick C backing with thicknesses 1.6, 1.6, 2.4
0.58, and 1.9mg/cm2, respectively. Such thin targets we
chosen to ensure single collision conditions@24–26#. The
targets were mounted on a rotatable multiple target ho
assembly. The x rays were detected using a Si~Li ! x-ray de-
tector having 30 mm2 area and 3 mm thickness. The detec
with 25 mm Be window was mounted inside the vacuu
chamber at an angle of 45° with respect to the beam di
tion. The detector had an energy resolution of 165 eV at
keV. A silicon surface barrier detector was mounted at 13
to detect the elastically scattered particles and was use
measure the target thicknessin situ. The target chamber wa
electrically isolated in order to collect the charge on the
tire chamber which was used for charge normalization. T
was required especially at higher energies, i.e., above C
lomb barrier. The data were collected on a CAMAC bas
high-speed data-acquisition system interfaced to the PC.

Typical x-ray spectra emitted from the different targe
bombarded by 100-MeV oxygen ions are displayed in Fig
In case of Cu, Fe, and Ti, theKa and Kb lines are well
separated whereas for K and Cl, these lines are not w
resolved. For the purpose of background subtraction, car
foils of 10 mg/cm2 thickness were also mounted. The spec
were analyzed to obtain the peak position and the inten
using a multiparameter fitting program. The intensities w
corrected for the detector efficiency and absorption in the
window. The expression used for calculating theK-vacancy
cross sections is
3-2
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sKV5
4pNxA

DVxetNaNp

1

vk
, ~3!

whereNx is the number of x-ray photons detected.Np is the
number of incident particles,t is the target thickness,e is the
efficiency of Si~Li ! detector,DVx is the solid angle covered
by x-ray detector, andsKV being the vacancy productio
cross section. The fluorescence yields (vk) were taken from
the tabulation by Krause@27# and the corrections in thes
values were estimated using data from Bhalla@28–30# and
from the measured intensity ratios ofKa and Kb lines and
the shifts in the x-ray energies~see Table I!. Such corrections
in thevk values are required due to the multiple ionization
the outer shells. The enhancement was found to be betw
9% and 22%~Table I!. TheK-K electron transfer cross sec
tions were derived from the measured vacancy produc
cross sections as a function of the projectile charge state,
as a function of the number of vacancies in theK shell of the
projectile, such as

sKK5sKV
(1)2sKV

(0) ~4!

and

sKK5
1

2
~sKV

(2)2sKV
(0)!, ~5!

FIG. 1. X-ray spectrum emitted from various targets in collisi
with 100-MeV O71.
03270
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wheresKK is the cross section for electron to be transferr
from targetK shell to the projectileK shell andsKV

i is the
total K-vacancy production cross section with ‘‘i ’’ number of
vacancies in the projectileK shell (i 50,1,2). The vacancy
production cross sections for projectiles with lower char
states, i.e., with noK-shell vacancy (sKV

0 ), are found to be
almost independent of charge states and are taken as
lomb ionization cross sections (sKI). The derived cross sec
tions are shown in Table I. Typical errors are about 15%
ionization cross sections and about 25% for the transfer d
These errors include the uncertainties in the target thickn
detector solid angles, fluorescence yields, counting statis
and the procedure to derive the transfer cross sections.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Ionization

In heavy-ion–atom collisions, the energies of the tar
Ka andKb x-ray lines increase from that of a singly ionize
atom due to the presence of multiple vacancies in the o
shells. The x-ray energy shifts, as a function of the be
energy, are plotted in Fig. 2 for various target elements. T
multiple data points at a given energy correspond to differ
projectile charge states. It may be seen that the energy s
do not show any dependence on the charge states unlike
observed in case of gas targets@31#. The reason for the ab
sence of such dependence is that the charge state of the
jectile is equilibrated within a few monolayers of the sol
target. The uncertainties in the peak energies of Ka and Kb
were '10 eV and 20 eV, respectively. It may be seen th
the energy shifts decrease as a function of beam energy~Fig.
2!. The beam velocities are between 8 and 14 a.u., which
much larger than theM- andL-shell orbital velocities of the
target electrons, making theL- and M-shell ionization and
transfer cross sections very small. As the beam energy
creases, these cross sections fall rapidly resulting in less m
tiple ionization inL andM shells.

Figure 3 shows the measuredK-shell ionization cross sec
tions along with the predictions of the ECPSSR and the L
models. For the Fe target, the charge state dependence
not be studied and at the two highest energies H-like or b
ions were used in the experiment. Therefore, the vaca
production cross sections at these two energies@shown as
squares in Fig. 3~d!# include theK-K transfer cross section
along with theK ionization,sKI1sKK .

The ECPSSR model based on ion-atom collisions p
vides an excellent agreement with the data over the wh
range of velocities and for different symmetry paramet
@see dotted lines in Figs. 3~a!–3~e!#. For the Fe target, the
theoretical calculation shown by dashed line, includes
contributions due to theK-K transfer process~see below!
along with the ECPSSR predictions forK ionization. It may
be noted that the ECPSSR is a thoroughly developed mo
although more semiempirical in nature. A good agreem
with the data clearly indicates that for the inner-shell ioniz
tion, this ion-atom collision model should be applicable f
ion-solid collision experiments provided sufficiently thin ta
gets are used to ensure the single-collision conditions. H
3-3
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ever, the applicability of the ECPSSR depends very much
the collision symmetry parameter. For example, Dhalet al.
@32# has shown that the model deviates from the measu
data for more symmetric collision system~such as Si on Ar!
for which SZ was 0.78.

On the other hand, the LPA behavior is acceptable,
tends to underestimate the data for the most symmetric
lisions. As can be seen from Fig. 3, the LPA agrees well w
the data in case of Cu at higher velocities and deviates in
lower-energy region. Similarly in case of Fe, the LPA rep
duces the data quite well~except for the highest two energie
for which the measured data includesKI1sKK , whereas the

TABLE I. The sKI , sKK , DKa , DKb , and the intensity ratios
and the enhancements in fluorescence yields. * denotessKV @for
H-like ions, see Eq.~3!#.

Energy DEa DEb sKI sKK

Target ~MeV! ~eV! ~eV! I b /I a vk /vo ~kb! ~kb!

Cl 25 61 146 0.101 1.22 239 29
36 56 121 0.121 1.22 473 50
52 46 86 0.129 1.13 654 89
64 41 76 0.113 1.13 630 97
72 41 66 0.128 1.13 618 98
84 36 56 0.138 1.13 669 54
100 31 46 0.153 1.05 745 54

K 25 60 162 0.113 1.22 78.6 8.4
36 55 147 0.131 1.22 183 13.3
52 45 102 0.161 1.13 315 18.5
64 40 82 0.156 1.13 356 55
72 41 61 0.168 1.13 367 25.2
84 36 62 0.172 1.13 408 23.7
100 30 47 0.176 1.05 480 22

Ti 25 61 167 0.163 1.29 16.4 0.2
36 61 157 0.153 1.29 55.8 3.1
52 51 121 0.131 1.21 121 4.8
64 45 101 0.136 1.15 171 20.6
72 40 91 0.138 1.13 203
84 35 76 0.128 1.12 173 20
100 30 81 0.137 1.12 195

Fe 40 60 165 0.162 16.92
54 55 152 0.172 36.7
70 55 102 0.165 52.36
85 50 91 0.171 72.5*
100 50 78 0.157 116*

Cu 25 55 145 0.168 1.08 0.7 0.12
36 60 145 0.181 1.14 2.53 0.6
40 60 160 0.188 1.14 6.19
52 50 140 0.174 1.13 9.03 2.05
54 60 140 0.177 1.13 14.1
64 50 125 0.165 1.13 15.7 4.2
70 50 130 0.171 1.13 21
72 45 120 0.164 1.11 22 3.7
84 40 115 0.161 1.11 32.8 2.3
85 50 120 0.1595 1.11 38
100 35 95 0.157 1.09 31.2 7.85
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present LPA gives ionization cross sections!. The agreement
is even reasonable for Ti target except for the lowest ene
For the low Z targets~i.e., for Cl and K!, the LPA starts
deviating from the data and the deviation is greater on
higher-energy side, which is not expected since this mode
supposed to work better at higher energies. A maximum
viation of about 20–45 % is to be noticed for the lowestZ
target used~i.e., for Cl! for which theSZ50.47. It may thus
be concluded that forK ionization, the LPA works better for
more asymmetric collision partners such thatSZ<0.35 above
which it starts deviating~at least in the intermediate velocit
range!.

The deviation in the LPA curves at the lowest velociti
considered is expected because in these cases, impact v
ties are much lower than the electron velocity in theK shell.
In these cases, the free-electron-gas approximation is
posed to fail. This low-energy limit is again related toSZ .
This relation between symmetry and impact velocities can
expressed in terms of the generalized perturbation stre
Sp5Zp /(vpZt), proposed by Tiwariet al. @33#. We can sum-
marize the LPA results shown in Fig. 3 by saying that t
LPA description is good forSp<0.03.

However, it is observed that theab initio model LPA pro-
vides quite a good qualitative agreement with the exp
ment. There is still a scope to improve the LPA model
order to explain the data in the intermediate energy ran
The employment of the LPA to describe theK-shell electron
response to the ion perturbation, means exploring the lim

FIG. 2. Energy shifts of theKa andKb lines for Cl~a!, K ~b!, Ti
~c!, and Cu~d! targets in collisions with oxygen ions. The differen
data points~i.e., same symbol! at the same energy correspond
different charge states of the projectile.
3-4
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of the model under the worst conditions. The free-electr
gas description of a few highly bound electrons~i.e., theK
shell! is expected to be worse than that for more wea
bound electrons such as those in theL or M shells.

B. Electron transfer

The K-K and L-K electron transfer cross sections ha
been measured in a few cases in the past@25,26,31,32,34–
36#. Figure 4 shows the present measurements of theK-K
transfer cross sections, derived from the charge state de
dence of the x-ray yields as discussed before. The data
Cl, K, Ti, and Cu targets are shown in Figs. 4~a!–4~d!. It is
well known that the first-order calculation based on t

FIG. 3. TheK-shell ionization cross sections for different targe
as a function of beam energy. The charge states of the oxygen
correspond to zero vacancy in theK shell. The LPA and ECPSSR
calculations are shown as solid and dotted lines, respectively. In~d!
the data at two highest energies correspond to O71 and include the
contributions from ionization andK-K transfer and therefore are t
be compared with ECPSSR1 OBKNPSS~dashed line!.
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OBKN ~Oppenheimer-Brinkman-Kramer-Nikoleav! approxi-
mation @37# overestimates the cross sections of inner-sh
electron transfer by a large factor. In perturbed-stationa
state approach, Lapicki and McDaniel~1980! @38# have in-
cluded the second Born term and the corrections due to
enhanced binding energy and Coulomb deflection in
OBKN formalism, in the same way as was done in t
ECPSSR formalism for ionization. Although this formalis
is not an ab initio one, the simplicity of using analytica
expression in this method and its ability to predict the cro
sections for asymmetric collisions is worth mentionin
Comparison of this model~OBKNPSS! with the experimen-
tal data for different symmetry parameters is displayed
Fig. 4. The best agreement is found for the most asymme
collision partners, i.e., for O1Cu, for which the calculation
reproduces the data very well over the entire energy ran

ns FIG. 4. The measuredK-K electron transfer cross sections fo
Cl ~a!, K ~b!, Ti ~c!, and Cu~d! targets along with the OBKNPSS
calculations~solid lines!.
3-5
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The model deviates from the data substantially with incre
ing SZ , i.e., for Ti, K, and Cl targets. In the case of the mo
symmetric system studied, i.e., O1Cl, the deviation is the
largest amounting to a factor of about 8 at low energies. T
factor is reduced to about 3 at higher energies. The pertu
tion strength being very large for these collision systems,
PSS approach fails even for the relatively asymmetric co
sion partners, i.e., forSZ>0.3.

In Fig. 5, we display thesKK as a function ofZt . The
data are shown for three different beam energies, i.e.,
MeV @Fig. 5~a!#, 64 MeV @Fig. 5~b!#, and 25 MeV @Fig.
5~c!#. The best agreement is always found at the highesZt
studied here~i.e., for Cu! at all three energies shown. Wit
higher Zt the electron is more strongly bound, making t
perturbation strength small and therefore making the P
approach applicable. However, the close-coupling calc
tions @39# have been shown to give a better agreement
such state selective capture processes, especially for the
symmetric collision systems@31,25,32#. These calculations
are not available for the present collisions.

Following the suggestion made by Tiwariet al. @33#, we
can discuss the comparison with the OBKNPSS behavio
terms of the generalized perturbation strength, defined
fore. Physically,Sp is small for large collision velocity and
for the tightly bound electrons, i.e., for largeZt . This aspect
is explained in Fig. 6, in which we show the ratio of the da
to the OBKNPSS calculations as a function ofSp . It is
clearly seen that the ratio is close to 1.0 only for the low

FIG. 5. Variation ofK-K electron transfer cross sections as
function of target atomic numberZt for three different energies, a
indicated. The solid lines are the OBKNPSS calculations.
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perturbation strength, i.e., forSp50.017 ~at 100 MeV! to
0.029~at 36 MeV!, and deviates largely for higher values
Sp . As the Sp increases, the ratio decreases rapidly, in
four energies shown in Figs. 6~a–d!. The straight lines
through the ratio are to guide the eyes and may prov
quantitative information on the degree of deviation of t
theory as a function of the generalized perturbation stren

It must be mentioned that for theK-K transfer process, we
do not have a collective response theory coming from
dielectric formalism in order to compare binary and colle
tive models applied to ion-solid collisions. It remains to
investigated whether it is possible to have such a LPA mo
to describe state selective electron transfer processes in
solid collisions.

V. CONCLUSIONS

K-shell vacancy production cross sections arising fr
Coulomb ionization and state selectiveK-K electron transfer
processes are measured in collisions of oxygen ions w
solid targets of low atomic numbers (17<Zt<29) in the
intermediate velocity range. The investigation was exten
over a wide range of collision symmetry parameter (SZ be-
tween 0.27 and 0.47! and the generalized perturbatio
strength (Sp between 0.017 and 0.06!. The measured ioniza
tion cross sections were used to provide a test to the lo
plasma approximation, which has been developed from
dielectric formalism to include the solid-state effect o
atomic collisions. Theab initio LPA model, although, is
found to give an overall acceptable agreement but tend
underestimate the data for symmetric collisions and low
locities. The LPA description of theK-shell ionization is
good forSp>0.03. On the other hand, the ECPSSR mod
which is throughly developed but more semiempirical in n
ture, shows an excellent agreement with the measurem

FIG. 6. The ratio of measuredsKK to the OBKNPSS calcula-
tions vs the perturbation strength~see text!. The straight lines
through the data points are to guide the eyes.
3-6
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even for the lowZt targets in the whole energy range co
sidered here. The measuredK-K electron transfer cross sec
tions are found to be reproduced by the PSS calculat
only for highly asymmetric collision partners such as
1Cu. Again the comparison with models are presented
terms of the generalized perturbation strength. The need
model that describes state selective electron transfer pro
proceeding from the dielectric formalism so as to incorpor
solid-state effects, is emphasized. It is shown that the mo
should be improved to explain the collision aspects in
intermediate energy range. The limitation of the fre
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electron-gas approximation applied to describe theK-shell
ionization has been pointed out.
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